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Shop the JBalyeat Collection
Become a Notable Gifter for EXCLUSIVE Discounts

AN OFFICIAL PRESS RELEASE 

Jolene Balyeat Designs

In the JBalyeat Collection, Beautiful
Notecards Inspire Hope
Thoughtful Gifters Delight at Discovery of Elegant Products in Their Quest for
the Perfect Gift.

BOZEMAN, Mont., March 13, 2018 (Newswire.com) - Jolene

Balyeat Designs is excited to present The JBalyeat Collection

of notable gifts and stationery products. Designed to inspire

gift enthusiasts who desire their message to be more than a

mere communiqué, this beautiful collection is a hopeful

antidote to turn moments into memories. The JBalyeat

Collection is featured online March 15, 2018, at JBalyeat.com.

"When someone receives a thoughtful note or beautiful gift

they feel Loved. Valued. Known," said Jolene Balyeat,

founder, and creative visionary. "We call this a moment of beauty. At JBalyeat we love beautiful

moments. We believe they inspire hope first in the giver by offering a remarkable product on which

to communicate value, identity and gratitude; secondly, in the receiver as they are deeply touched

through this thoughtful affirmation," concluded Balyeat.

The signature JBalyeat Collection features an elegant line of 27 coordinating products including

notecards, stickers, gift wrap, ribbon, and tags, as well as a gallery of fabric designs available for

textile applications. In creating the collection, designer Balyeat chose a limited pallet of Black Velvet

and Natural Cream colors for their timeless elegance and universal appeal. These colors offer a

neutral canvas which eagerly coordinates with themes of weddings and other gifting occasions.

Beauty is woven into the JBalyeat Collection like a canvas made of products designed to coordinate

together and inspire gifters everywhere to paint their moments into memories.

The finest materials were procured to create

truly unique specialty items. Composed with

meticulous attention to detail, every texture

and pattern was seamlessly orchestrated

down to the packaging. Several pieces

feature a black velvet flocking that furthers

the experience of luxury. Each product is

lovingly handmade or individually

assembled for customers.

Jolene Balyeat Designs, located in Montana,

was founded in 2009 by Jolene Balyeat, a

maker who designs Notecards, Stationery,

Gifts, Fabric, and other beautiful creations.

Determined to make the world a more

beautiful place one gift at a time, Balyeat established JBalyeat.com as a place for customers to

discover and anticipate moments of beauty in giving and receiving. Jolene Balyeat Designs is

dedicated to offering customers one-of-a-kind products that communicate thoughtfulness to their

recipients.

Contact Info:

For more information, please reach out through this contact page or directly at info@jbalyeat.com.

Request to be notified of future collections here.
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“When someone receives a thoughtful
note or beautiful gift they feel Loved.
Valued. Known. We call this a moment
of beauty. At JBalyeat we love
beautiful moments. We believe they
inspire hope. That's why beauty is
woven into the JBalyeat Collection like
a canvas made of products designed
to coordinate together and inspire
gifters everywhere to paint their
moments into memories.”
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